
In our business, there are bound to be interesting design projects we’ve completed that  
don’t fit neatly into a category and after 30 years of doing business, we have enough to fill  
a flyer. The companies they represent span the gamut from small local non-profits to large 
global enterprises. The products they tout are even more diverse. From guitars to gunslings, 
cookbooks to cleaners, blankets to bags—if you want it to stand out and get noticed,  
chances are we’ve designed something similar that has done just that.

While we don’t specialize in environmental clients, we’ve designed a ton of collateral to  
call attention to the plight of everything from wolves to watersheds. We’re not an event  
management agency but we’ve worked on a lot of eventscreating more than just signage. 
Check out the guitar wrap we designed for HP’s Rock On event, invitations we created for 
Idaho Power’s Alaska trip, eclipse glasses we made for Old Chicago prior to the 2017 Great 
American solar eclipse, and posters for Opera Idaho.

Whether designing tattoos or dog toys, for HR associations or large utility companies, the 
mission or size of your organization doesn’t matter. From cleaning supplies to disaster cleanup, 
we embrace diversity in our clients and their marketing needs. At Murie Design Group, our  
experience and expertise can’t easily be pigeon-holed into any one client genre with this 
exception—all our clients have unique products and services seeking to stand out from the 
crowd or on the shelf. Do you?
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Advance your business and shrink
your environmental footprint with HP
HP makes it easy for you to boost your bottom line
while limiting the environmental impact of your business.
HP solutions can help you reduce costs, save energy,
conserve resources and gain efficiencies. With HP,
there’s no tradeoff between achieving business 
performance and meeting environmental goals.

Meeting climate change head-on
HP believes companies, governments, organizations and
individuals must come together to address the growing
challenge of climate change. We’re responding with a
climate change strategy that includes helping customers
reduce their energy consumption and greenhouse gas
emissions. Our four-point approach includes:

• Reducing the carbon footprint of HP operations by 
consolidating facilities, installing more efficient technology
and increasing our use of renewable energy. Through
our Workplace Transformation initiative, we are reducing
the absolute energy consumption of HP facilities to 16
percent below 2005 levels by 2010.

• Decreasing the impact of HP products through innovative
design that increases energy efficiency, uses fewer
materials and reduces waste. For example, we are
committed to reducing PC and notebook energy use by
25 percent from 2005 levels by 2010.

• Helping shrink the carbon footprint of the global economy
with technologies that transform the way people 
communicate and conduct business. For example, we
estimate our HP Halo telepresence system eliminates at
least one roundtrip flight within HP each business day—
saving the annual equivalent of more than 237 tonnes 
of greenhouse gas emissions per Halo studio.

• Driving the shift to a low-carbon economy by supporting
policy efforts to mitigate climate change, participating in
initiatives and partnerships, and replacing conventional
processes with digital ones to reduce waste, costs and 
environmental impacts.

“Environmental responsibility is good
business. We’ve reached the tipping
point where the price and performance
of IT are no longer compromised by
being green, but are now enhanced by it.”

Mark Hurd, HP chairman, 
CEO and president
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Meeting climate change head-on
At HP, we believe governments, companies and people
must come together to take action on climate change. For
our part, we have a comprehensive strategy that includes
helping our customers limit their greenhouse gas emissions
while shrinking our own footprint:

• Reducing the carbon footprint of HP-owned operations
by consolidating facilities, installing more efficient
technology and increasing our use of renewable energy.
We are reducing the absolute energy consumption of HP
facilities to 16 percent below 2005 levels by 2010. 

• Decreasing the impact of HP products and supply chain
by increasing energy efficiency, using fewer materials 
and reducing waste. For example, we are committed 
to reducing PC and notebook energy use by 25 percent
from 2005 levels by 2010.

• Helping shrink the carbon footprint of the global economy
with technologies that decrease greenhouse gas
emissions. For example, we estimate that our HP Halo
video collaboration system eliminates several roundtrip
flights—at least one for each Halo studio—within HP
each business day, saving the annual equivalent of
more than 237 tonnes of greenhouse gas emissions
per Halo studio.

• Driving the shift to a low-carbon economy by supporting
policy efforts to mitigate climate change, joining 
initiatives that set bold environmental goals, such as 
World Wildlife Fund’s Climate Savers, and replacing
conventional processes with digital ones to reduce
waste, costs and environmental impacts.

HP designs with the environment 
in mind
Established in 1992, our Design for Environment program
looks for ways to reduce the environmental impact of HP
products at all points in their life cycle. That means using less
energy and less material during manufacturing, packaging
and shipping. It also means designing products from
materials that can be easily recycled and offering 
convenient trade-in and recycling services.

To learn more about how HP can help you
shrink your environmental footprint, go to
www.hp.com/go/environment.

But innovative products and services aren’t enough; 
we also support climate change initiatives by partnering
with organizations such as World Wildlife Fund to
advance scientific research and help communities adapt 
to the environmental, social and economic consequences
of climate change.
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MOUSE PAD

HP mouse pad

INVITATION

Idaho Power invitation

CARACATURE

Family caracature

WRAPPER OTHER IDENTITIES

HP candy bar wrapper

POSTER

Opera Idaho poster

BLANKET

HP Blanket promotion

GUITAR WRAP

HP event guitar wrap

ECLIPSE GLASSES

Old Chicago solar eclipse glasses

BROCHURE & MAILER

Pet’s Best Insurance marketing

CATALOG

Bubba Dog catalog

INFORMATION KIT

Human Trafficking information kit

TOTE BAG

HP Power to Change tote bag


